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Attention and the measurement of perceptualleaming*
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Novel and familiar letters were presented to Ss under conditions which controlled momentary attention states. The
latencies of letter matching for the novel and familiar letters did not differ when Ss were expecting the particular letters
which were presented. However, latencies to the two types of letters differed significantly when Ss were not expecting
the particular letters which were presented. Additional exposures significantly reduced this difference, thereby
generating a perceptual learning curve in terms of response latency. The main findings were interpreted in terms of a
model of perceptual processing which involves mechanisms for hierarchical coding, selective attention, and automatic
processing.

SERIAL MODEL

Fig. 1. Model of attention switching between tone and color
processors.

In this model, it is assumed that attention switching

and perceptual analysis occur successively. In terms of

the time components shown in Fig. 1, the latency of a
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automatically analyze the whole pattern before

attention is involved.

The procedure which controlled the momentary

attention of S during a trial in the color and tone

experiment utilized a cueing technique developed by

LaBerge, Van Gelder, and Yellott (1970). Each trial

contained two stimuli, presented successively. The first

stimulus, e.g., a color, served as a cue and informed the S

as to the most probable stimulus which would appear

next. When the second stimulus, the target, was the same

as the cue stimulus, then the S did not need to switch

attention to make his matching response, If the target

was different from the cue, e.g., a tone, then the Shad

to switch his attention to the auditory modality before

making a response. Sometimes the tone served as the cue

and a color the target, so that the latency to a color

could be obtained both under conditions when the S was

expecting it and under conditions when he was not

expecting it. It was concluded that tones and colors were

processed without attention. This conclusion was based

on the fit of two models to the latency data.

When comparing the perception of novel and familiar

patterns in identification tasks, it seems reasonable to

expect familiar patterns to show faster processing times.

However, experiments which use artificial and familiar

letters apparently fail to show consistent latency

differences when number and familiarity of component

features of these patterns are controlled. E. J. Gibson,

who has done extensive work with artificial letters

(Gibson, 1969), finds no differences in latencies between

these patterns and familiar letters in same-different

identification tasks (personal communication). The

finding of no difference is not likely the result of very

rapid learning of new patterns in the first few trials of

the tasks. On the contrary, perceptual learning, viewed

as feature selection and unitization, is considered to be a

slow process as compared with the relatively rapid

learning of associations (Estes, 1970).

On the basis of these considerations, it seems

appropriate to examine the conditions under which

perceptual processing is measured. A recently completed

study of attention switching (LaBerge, 1973) showed

that familiar stimuli such as tones and color patches may

be perceptually analyzed while attention is directed

elsewhere, In discussing these findings, it was suggested

that perception of unfamiliar patterns might require the

services of attention in some manner that simple tones

and colors do not. The greater the familiarity of the

pattern, the less the degree of attentional involvement

during its perceptual analysis. As the patterns become

more familiar to the S through many exposures, he

might develop mechanisms which somehow
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PARALLEL MODEL

MODEL OF PERCEPTUAL PROCESSING

these detectors are organized into letter codes, Ij .

Although not shown here, the letter codes could be
further organized into codes representing letter clusters.

syllables, words, and phrases. This hierarchical scheme
assumes that the connections occur not between
features, as earlier association theory would assume, but
rather between features and higher order units. This part
of the model codes features into letters much in the way
memory items were coded into larger units in the recent
work of Johnson (1972), Lesgold and Bower (1970),

and more explicitly in the model for stimulus coding in

short-term memory described by Estes (1972). The

other main part of the model consists of an attention

switching mechanismwhich is similar in some respects to
one proposed by Kristofferson (1967).

The attention system is guided by information from

memory and in Fig. 2 has selected the letter code 12 ,

e.g., the letter "a," and has activated the network into a

state of heightened excitability, representing the
momentary state of an S who expects to see that letter
appear. Heightened expectancy reduces latencies for

familiar stimuli, according to the findings of Bernstein
and Reese (1965), LaBerge et al (1970), and Hinrichs

and Craft (1971). Therefore, when 12 is presented, the
cluster of features is coded rapidly and read out through
the attention system into memory stores for a matching

operation or, in the case of highly practiced
stimulus-response ·tasks, perhaps directly into a response
system. If, on the other hand, II is presented, e.g., the
letter "b," then the features f1 and f2 are organized into
the letter code It automatically, i.e., while attention is in
the process of being switched from Letter 12 to It . Since
the S has seen the letter "b" many times, the organized

trace has become relatively permanent and can support
coding of features into letters automatically. In fact, in

this model it is assumed that the coding of familiar
letters is obligatory much in the same sense as Shiffrin

and Gardner (19n) and Eriksen and Spencer (1969)
have concluded from experiments with tachisto
scopically presented letters. Whether the attention
selector chooses features or letters to read out remains
optional, however.

We now turn to the case in which a new. unfamiliar
letter pattern appears at the moment when S has focused
his attention on Letter 12 . Suppose the new letter is
represented by 14 . When 14 appears. attention switches
to Feature f4 and then is switched to Feature fs, and
then additional time may be consumed in organizing

these features for the match to be made. If a new letter

has been experienced several times, as represented by the

added lines at Letter 13 , then the organizing of features

into a letter takes less time because some trace of
previous coding operations has been laid down.

Eventually. with enough exposure. 13 and 14 will have a
code trace as strong and effective as that of I. and the

teatures will process into letters automaticallv.
This model predicts. therefore. that under a switch

task condition. rhc processing of ne\\ letters will take
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The assumption here is that some part of the

perceptual analysis proceeds simultaneously with

attention switching and some part of the perceptual
analysis occurs after attention has been switched. Let k
be the proportion of the perceptual analysis that occurs
after attention has been switched and I - k be the
proportion of perceptual analysis that occurs before
attention has been switched. Thus, L(colorjexpect tone)
= c + ka + d. 0 ~ k < I, c > a, where ka is the amount of
attention time given to the visual analysis of the color
input and (I - k)a is the time during which visual
analysis proceeds automatically.

Data from eight switch and four nonswitch conditions
in this study indicated that L(color/expect tone) = c + d,
i.e., k = 0 and therefore the entire operation of visual
analysis proceeded in parallel with the switching
operation and was completed by the time attention
reached the color analyzer. Thus, the serial model was
rejected in favor of the parallel model.

To apply this model and procedure to the processing
of letter-like patterns. the model is modified to represent
the relationships of the component features of a pattern
to the pattern taken as a unit and provision is made for a

process by which unfamiliar patterns become familiar

through exposure.

response to color given that the S expects a tone is
expressed as: L(colorjexpect tone) = c + a + d.

Fig. 2. Model of perceptual processing applied to letter
features.

The main properties of the present model are
represented in schematic form in Fig. 2. Like other

coding models. this formulation rests on notions first
described by Lawrence (1963). Incoming stimuli :lre first
analyzed hy feature detectors. fi . and the (1UPU{S of
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more time than the processing 01 old letters because. in

the case at new letters. the sampling and organizing at

feature detector outputs requires active attentive

control. while tor the old letters. it is accomplished

automatically.

Attentional control at information flow can be

regarded in two ways in the present model. Firstly. the

"positioning" of the attention selector normally takes

place prior to the onset of the stimulus and determines

what analyzer outputs will be read out first. In addition.

the selector may structure and raise the analyzers to a

high degree of responsiveness. so that the momentary

probability of detection is increased. This use of the

term attention. with its emphasis on processes initiated

prior to stimulus onset. conforms closely with that of

Estes ( 197~).

A second way that information flow is altered by

attention processes in this model is in the sequential

sampling and organizing of features after the onset of

the stimulus. For example. when the S is shown an

unfamiliar pattern tor which he has no preparation in

the sense of attention first described. he cannot

immediately read out from the analyzers that he has

primed. but rather must move the selector to the

appropriate analyzers. scanning the component features

in some order that mayor may not be automatically

determined. and then organize the components tor

readout into memory stores for a match test. Since the

selection and sequencing of these events occurs after

stimulus onset rather than betor e , lrli~ lila} be rt:ganled

as a different type of attention (Shiffrin & Geisler.

1973).

A tacit assumption made for the present experiment is

that the perceptual analyzing of Features f4 and fs is as

weII learned as that of f I and f2, and the only new
learning required is the organizing or coding of their

outputs into I) and 14 . Or. in terms of Gibson's theory

(1969). the distinctive features have already been

learned and now need only to be structured into larger

units. On the other hand. it is not difficult to imagine

letter-like patterns containing some unfamiliar features

[e .g.. Arabic graphemes), in which case perception of the

new letter should take more time and perceptual

learning should proceed at a relatively slower rate.

What does the model predict when old and new

patterns are presented under nonswitch task conditions,

i.e.. when the S receives the pattern that he expects? In

Fig. 2. momentary attention to the old letter 12 . e.g., the

letter "a:' is represented by a heavy line which is meant

to indicate that the analyzer network is raised to a state

of high excitability. When, on other trials, the cue

directs attention to a new letter code 14 , it is assumed

that the S may temporarily organize Features f4 and fs
into 14 prior to the onset of the letter and activate this

network to an excitability state as high as that illustrated

for the letter 12 . This temporary coding may take place

no matter how unfamiliar the letter is. so long as the

component features are familiar and there are not too

Fig. 3. Old and new letter patterns.

many at them to organize at one time.

On the basis of these assumptions. then. the

processing times for new and old lettersare predicted to

be equal •.mder nonswitch task conditions. Also. the

latencies should be considerably less than the latencies

obtained under switch task conditions. because there

will be no time component involved for switching
attention.

The general procedure used here to control attention

can be regarded as a combination of Danders's c method

anc tl'le cueing technique ( L a B e l ~ e . Van Gelder. &

Yellott. 1970). On each trial. the S was fiu given a

letter. e.g.. "a." as a cue which induced him to expect

the same letter to reappear after a short blank interval. If
that letter reappeared. the S was to press the button; if

another single letter appeared. he was not to press the
button. On a low percentage of trials, two unexpected

letters were presented simultaneously. The S was

instructed to press the button when these two letters

were the same, regardless of the cue given at the

beginning at the trial. Thus. the S pressed the button on

two types of trials: one on which he was expecting that

particular letter, henceforth to be called a primary trial.

and one on which he was not expecting a particular pair

of matching letters. henceforth termed a secondarv trial.

The important comparisons will 1,(' between latencies to

new and old letters under primary (nonswitch) and

secondary (switch) conditions.

METHOD

Stimuli and Apparatus

Lowercase letters were presented on a 27'cm diagonal
television screen by means of a Tektronix scan converter under

the control of a NOVA computer. The letters of main interest

are shown in Fig. 3. The arrow-like patterns will henceforth be

termed "new letters." These were constructed so that

component features would be familiar to college S, and so that

the orzanization of the features would have some formal

similarity to that of the four control letters. b d P q. The lettcr-,
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Procedure

Group 1

Primary Test Blocks

Table 2
Cue-Stimulus Contingencies for Secondary Blocks.
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Response

C

x
Z

qq
pp
q p

Cue Stimulus

a a
a c
a e
a 0

a bb
a qq

a bq

g g
o yO'

" jO'

" aO'

g dd
o bbco

g db

n n
n m
n u
n v
n pp
n dd
n pd

The 16 Ss of this group were given six blocks of practice trials
on the first day and began each subsequent day with a practice

In order to compare latency differences between new and old
letters under secondary and primary tests, two groups were
tested. One group received their first exposures to the new and
old letters under secondary test conditions. The other group
received their first exposures to these letters under primary test
conditions.

These were constructed with either old letters or new letters
as cues. The blocks used only single letter tests. Therefore, S was
to respond only to an expected letter. The cue-stimulus
contingencies for an old letter block are shown in Table 3. A
primary test block with new letters was constructed in a parallel
manner.

old or new letter pairs, A given block had either old or new
letters as secondary tasks. The cue-stimulus contingencies for
one of two types 0: blocks utilizing an old letter secondary task
are given in Table 2. The other type of old letter secondary
block substituted the letters d and p for band q under the a cue
conditions and made similar types of substitu tions under the g,
n, and s cue conditions. Two blocks which tested pairs of new
letters under secondary test conditions were constructed in
exactly the same manner as those for the old letter pairs.
substituting the four arrow-like letters for the b d P q letters.

Table I
Cue-Stimulus Contingencies for Practice Blocks·

Cue Stimulus Response Frequency

a a + 8

a c I
a e I

a 0 I
a hh + I
a kk + I
a hk I
a kh 1

n n + 8
n m 1
n u I
n r I
n ff + 1
n t t + 1
n f t 1
n t f 1

*Block size 30

There were two groups of Ss. 16 in each group. All were
volunteers of college age and had no previous experience with
experiments of this type. They were paid according to their
performance in the experiment in a manner to be described later.

Subjects

Practice Blocks

were formed by placing dots in a 7 by 15 matrix. An old letter
was made up of 24 dots and a new letter of 19 dots. In an
attempt to compensate for the larger number of dots required
for old letters, the height of the new letters was increased by 1

dot. Therefore. the size of the old letters was 1.2 x .8 em and
that of the new letters was 1.4 x .8 em.

The letters appeared in either the upper half or the lower half
of the screen. On a primary trial. a letter first appeared in the
upper half of the screen and served as a cue informing the S as to
what letter to expect to appear next on the lower half of the
'ern-II. termed the target, On a secondary trial, the cue was
followed by a pair of target letters. both different from the cue

letter. The first member of the pair appeared in the location
where the primary trial letter normally appeared. The second
member of the pair simultaneously appeared seven spaces
(70 mm) to the right of that letter.

The S sat at a table and viewed the screen at eye level 120 em
from the end of the table. The button was 2.5 em in diam and
was mounted on an inclined plane in front of the S. The S kept
the fingers of his preferred hand on the button at all times.

Design

A practice block contained both primary and secondary trials
with the letters a and n as primary tasks and the letters f h k t as
secondary tasks. The catch trials for the letter a were e. o. and c.
The catch trials for the letter n were m. r. and u. The
cue-stimulus contingencies within a block are given in Table 1.
The proportion of positive responses was always greater than
5(Y,~ in order to induce the S to focus his attention on the cued
stimulus on virtuallv I ()I)'7 of the trials (Lalleree et al. 19701.
The order of cu;.stimulus trials was randomized by the
computer,

Secondary Test Blocks

Thl'se hl"d,s 011\\:1\' uxcd :1. ~, 11. or , :1' l'lIl" and tc-tcd c'ithc'r

- ------ '-------------

*810('k si:« = 5t>
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block. Two secondary test blocks followed the practice block on
Days 2-6. On Day 2 only. before each secondary block began.
the S5 were shown a card for 15 sec. on which the secondary test
letters for that block (new or old) were printed. The order in
which the new and old blocks were given each day and the type
of block given were balanced as much as possible over days and
Ss. On Days 4 and S. two primary blocks were given following
the secondary test blocks in an attempt to increase the learning

of the new letters.

RESULTS

Fig.4. Mean latencies and percent errors to new and old

letters under primary and secondary test conditions. Each group
contained It. S•.
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The intertrial interval was 1,000 msec. About 2 nun of rest was

given between blocks.
All trial events were controlled by the computer. which

recorded latency and frequency data and. at the end of each
block, exhibited these data by a line printer.

The comparisons of processing times for correct
responses to new and old letters under primary and
secondary conditions are shown in Fig. 4. Each point of
the secondary latency conditions isbased on 8 responses
per S or 1~8 responses. Each point of the primary
latency conditions is based on 24 responses per S or 384

responses. For Group I. the Day 2 difference in mean
latency fu old and new letters under secondary

conditions was 48 msec and is significant iF(1.l12) =

16.19, p < .001]. For Group 2. the Day 2 difference in
mean latency for old and new letters under primary

conditions was 9 msec and is not significan: (F(l ,48) =

3.08, p > .OS}. In fact, the mean latency for new letters
was less than that for old letters for <) out of 16 Ss.
When Group 2 subsequently received secondary tests of
old and new letters, the difference in mean latency was
29 msec and is significant [FO ,I 12) = 5.34. P < .05].

Functions showing changes in latency to new and old
letters under secondary test conditions over Da~ s 2-h art'
given by the data of Group 1. While both curvessh.1\\ ~ l

Cue Stimulus Response Frequency

b b + 6
b d I

b p 1

d d + 6
d b 1
d q 1

p p + 6
p q 1

P b 1

q q T 6
q P I

q d I

"Block size 32

Group 2

Table 3
Cue-Stimulus Contingencies for Primary Blocks"

The 16 Ss of this group were treated exactly like the Ss of

Group 1 on Day 1. On Day 2. following the practice block, they

were given primary test blocks using new and old letters. Then

they were given secondary test blocks using these letters. Before

each primary block began, the Ss were shown a card for 15 sec

on which the letters for that block (new or old) were printed.
The orders in which old and new letter blocks were given were

balanced across Ss. This group was tested only 2 days.

At the beginning of the first practice trials of Day 1. the Ss
were instructed to watch the cue letter in the upper part of the

screen and to respond with a buttonpress if the letter which

subsequently appeared in the lower part of the screen was the

same as thl\ first letter. The S was told that occasionally a pair of
letters would appear in the lower part of the screen and that he
was to press the button if these letters matched, regardless of the

cue letter given on that trial. He was also told that when he

responded correctly and fast to the letter which matched the cue

letter. he would receive a short burst of low-level noise in the

earphones, and that he would be paid 2c for every burst he
received but would lose 4c for every error he made. He was also
told that he could not receive feedback bursts for fast correct
responses to the pairs of letters. These bursts were omitted to
discourage S5 from forming expectancies of secondary test trials.
Fallowing each block. the S was informed of the number of fast
correct s and errors.

The computer determined whether or not a response on a trial
was faster than the criterion latency which the E typed into the
computer before each block of trials. The criterion latency value
for a block was the mean latency of the primary tasks of the
previous block for Blocks 2 and 3 on Day 1. Thereafter, 20 rnsec
was added to the mean to calculate the criterion so that Ss
received feedbacks on a majority of the primary trials. This was
done for both groups on all subsequent blocks.

The duration of the event sequence on atrial was as follows:
The cue letter was shown for 1,000 rnsec, followed by
1.000 msec of blank, followed by the letter or pairs of letters.
The letter or letter pair remained on the screen for 1.000 rnsec
unless a correct response occurred and terminated the image.
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Fig. 5. Mean latencies and percent errors to Letters a and n on

primary practice trials, to Letters f, h, k, t on secondary practice
trials, and to a. n, g, s on primary trials when either new or old

letters were given as secondary tests.

The perception model proposed here generates three

important predictions about the processing of letter

patterns, and all three predictions are clearly confirmed

by the data. Firstly, the model predicts that processing

time for unfamiliar (new) and familiar (old) letters

should not differ when the S is attending to the letter

pattern at the moment it is presented. Secondly, the

processing time for new letters should be greater than

that for old letters when the S is not attending to the

letter pattern at the moment it is present. Finally, the

difference in processing time under this nonattention
condition should gradually disappear as the S receives

additional exposures of the new letter pattern.
If pairs of new and old letters had been presented

under a procedure which did not control S's attention
on each trial, but which allowed it to fluctuate with the
influence of previous trial events and S's idiosyncratic

expectations, then the mean latency to a given pair of

letters would have resulted from a mixture of latencies

from different processing events: some from trials when
S was expecting the pair presented. others from trials

when S was expecting some other pair. To see what

effect this mixture could have on the obtained latency

difference between new and old letters. let Fig. I be the

model and let a be the time to process a new letter

(instead of a color) and b the time to process an old

letter (instead of a tone). We will omit d from

consideration here. because it will drop out when we

subtract the equations for new and old letters. Further.

we will assume that c> a and c> b.
Referring tll Fig. I. we note that the latency of J 111.'\\

letter ~l\'l'n that the S expects that new letter I~

lt ncv.ncw) = J. and simil.nlv. l(lllJl1lJl = I'.

conditions are shown in Fig. 5. The mean latency to the
primary practice letters a and n decreases rapidly from
Day 1 to Day 2 [or both groups. The mean latency to

the secondary practice letters f h k t shows a similar
decrease. Data frorr. a g n s, the primary task letters used
when new and old letters were given secondary tests,

were separated according to whether a new or old letter

had secondary tests during a block. The comparison is

given by the two curves of Group 1 plotted from Days '2
to 6. Apparently, there is no difference in latencies for
these letters due to type of letter being tested on

secondary trials.
The most notable feature of these data taken as a

whole is that latency drops most rapidly from Day 1 to

Day 2 and that there is further reduction in latency over

Days 2·6, though the rate is only about 8 msec per day

for the letters a g n s. The reduction in latency over this

period for secondary tasks f h k t appears to be only

about 4 msec per day.

Error latencies for letters a g n sand f h k t showed

the same general pattern as that of old and new letters

already reported.

DISCUSSION
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downward trend, the curve for the new letters drops

much more rapidly. Specifically. the new letter curve

decreases 59 msec from Day 2 to Day 6, while the old

letter curve decreases 14 msec over this range. which

would indicate that the new letter curve is falling over

four times as fast as the old letter curve. The difference

in the slopes of the two curves was tested by analysis of

variance using the data from all 5 days, and the slope

interaction of letter type and day is significant

[F(4,448) = 3.29, P < .05]. In addition to the finding
that the two secondary curves of Fig. 4 have different

rates of decline. it appears that they converge.
The error data of Fig. 4 indicate that secondary tasks

do not produce a high rate of errors: in fact. they
produce fewer errors than do primary tasks. Further. the
initially longer latency for new letters under secondary

conditions is not due to a higher rate of errors for new

letters. Rather, it appears that the error rate for new

letters is. if anything, slightly lower than that for old
letters. As for the errors on primary tasks, the data of

the two groups do not indicate a consistent difference.

Mean latencies of errors are lower than latencies of

corrects under all conditions. For the primary

conditions. errors are 46 msec lower than are corrects

over both groups. For secondary conditions. errors are

approximately 140 msec lower than are corrects. though
there are very few errors available on which to base these

estimates. There are no indications that type of letter

has any effect at all on error latency under either

primary or secondary conditions.

The latency and error data for practice trials and fur
the letters a g n s under old and ncv letter sccondarv

! I~ E ----------- t --
J~t ::?":* ~

t ----.-
600
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60

Fig. 6. Perceptual learning curve of new letters based on
subtraction of secondary tests of new-and old letters shown in
Fig. 4.

very familiar , then a straightforward subtraction of the
two curves should yield a curve which represents
perceptual learning of the new patterns.

Figure 6 shows a learning curve obtained by
subtraction of the two secondary latency curves of

Group I of Fig. 4. In terms of the model shown in
Fig. ~, this latency learning curve is represented by the

formation of organizing links between features and a
letter code, a process which could be termed unitization
(Estes, inO) or chunk iearmng (MJiieL )':60). He
curve in Fig. 6 presumably is an indicator of the gradual
formation of a network at 14 in Fig.~ . As training
proceeds, the links between Features f3 and 1'4 and 14
become more permanent until the 14 network looks like

the 11 network, where features are unitized into a letter
automatically. Evidently this learning is of the "slow"
variety (Estes, 1970), because the secondary latency
tests of Group 2 in Fig. 4 show a substantial difference
between old and new letters despite the 32 primary trials
with new letters given just prior to the tests.

In considering the unitization or chunking process in
perception. the present emphasis is not placed on

aggregates of feature detectors, but rather on the way
the feature detection outputs are organized into a new
unit or Gestalt. This viewpoint implies that the
particular way lower level outputs are organized into

higher level units may be influenced and guided by

active attentional processes, an assumption which was

made explicitly when the model predicted that, under
primary test conditions, one would process new letters

as fast as old letters. Preparation for receiving a new

pattern should involve not only an activation of feature
detectors. but also the temporary activation of their
organization into a unit. This activation may be
sustained over a period of time by closely allied memory
systems acting through attention. so that when the
pattern is presented to the receptors. it is analyzed
quickly by the unit network and the result is matched in
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L(new/old) = ka + c. L(old/another old) = c. When we
subtract new and old letter latencies under secondary

tests. we obtain L(new/old) - l(old/another old) =
(ka + c) - C = ka. which is the indicator used in the
present experiment to measure the amount of attention
needed to process J new letter.

Consider now a procedure which mixes primary and
secondary trials within a block. e.g.. giving a pair of new
and a pair of old letters without cues but with
appropriate catch trials. Suppose that on a given trial the
S expects the new letter with probability p and the old
letter with probability (1 - p). Then L(new) =
pL(new/new) + (I - p)L(new/old) and L(old) =
pL(old/new) + (1 - p)L(old/old). Subtracting we obtain
L(new) - L(old) = [pa + (1 - p)(ka + c)] - [(1 - p)b +
pc] = pea - c) + (l - p)(ka - b +c). This expression
does not allow us to estimate differences in perceptual
processing of new and old letters free of the particular c,
b. and p values involved in a given experiment. However,
in the special case that b = a and p = ~, L(new) - L(old)
= ka !~ , but this yields half the difference obtained by
the experimental procedure which allows a direct
subtraction of the secondary task latencies. An

additional disadvantage of the mixture procedure is that
the variance of the latencies will be quite large owing to

the fact that the overall mean latency from primary and
secondary tasks combined consists of two substantially

disparate groups of latencies, dependingon the presence

or absence of the attention switching time component.

In view of these considerations. it is not surprising
that procedures in which momentary attention states are

not controlled could fail to show significant differences
in the identification time of familiar and unfamiliar
letter patterns.

It would seem that the repeated exposures of the
novel patterns in this experiment increase the familiarity
of the patterns. The indicator of this perceptual learning
is latency of pattern identification on trials when S is
not expecting to see it. However. this indicator requires
a correction factor, owing to the fact that latency of
asymptotically learned patterns continues to decrease
slightly over trials. Therefore, in order to trace the
course of perceptual learning of a new pattern , one must
select an appropriate familiar pattern to test
concurrently in order to provide a baseline against which
perceptual learning of the new pattern can be compared.
In the present experiment, the letters b d p q were

selected because they are presumed to be at the

asymptote of familiarity for college age Ss, and any
further decrease in latency in identification tasks should
be due to task-related factors such as improvements in

orienting to the proper location on the display screen at
the right moment, and possibly improvements in time to
activate a response .

If one can safely assume that these task-related

processes are learned at the same rate regardless of
whether one is learning a new pattern or merely
experiencing repeated exposures of a pattern already
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the memory location which has been sustaining the
analyzer network in its state of heightened excitability.
Organizing at the perceptual level may speed a
perceptual match in memory because the match may be
made in one operation, as opposed to matching by
comparing a list of discrete features. Patterns which are
constructed of too many features to be organized as a

whole would presumably require serial readouts by

moving the positions of the attention selector of Fig. ~

across several features, and the matching operation in

memory would then occur sequentially, all requiring

more time to accomplish than was the case when the

input was first organized at the analyzer level.

The learning curve shown in Fig. 6 presumably

reflects one of perhaps several stages of perceptual

learning, namely, the organizing or unitizing of the

component features of a pattern. Another earlier
learning stage is the selection of appropriate features to

observe, termed distinctive-feature learning by Gibson

( 1969), a process related to selection of relevant cues in

concept identification tasks. Which particular features of

a pattern are selected depends upon the set of patterns

that the given pattern is to be discriminated from. For

example. variations in height of a vertical line is a

distinctive feature in distinguishing the letters hand n,

but variation in line thickness is typically not one of the

features selected. The control of selection in reaction

time experiments by type of catch trial has been

investigated elsewhere (Posner & Mitchell, 1967;

Laberge, 1971a, b).

In tasks of the kind used in the present experiment,

selective learning of distinctive features typically
proceeds by a trial and error search (cf. Zeaman &

House. 1963) and the representation of learning is

usually given in terms of percent correct response over

trials. The unitization stage of perceptual learning, on
the other hand, makes considerable gains after error

reduction has stabilized, as exemplified in Fig. 4, and

this stage of perceptual learning therefore must be
represented by some measure other than percent
corrects or errors.

The perception model of Fig. ~ is intended to
generalize to higher levels, e.g.. to letter clusters and
words (LaBerge & Samuels, 1973) as well as to visual

figures of a nonsymbolic nature. and to patterns in other

sensory modalities such as speech and musical patterns.

Modes of organizing may vary in their dependency on

attentional control. It is likely that phonemes are

organized into syllable units by young children without

attention because these children have trouble segmenting

syllables into phonemes. They simply are not aware of

the way phonemes may be organized into syllables

(Savin, 1972). Yet some higher-order organizing of

words into sentences may need to be under tight control
of attention tor some Ss if they arc to generate clear and

meaningful speech or prose: but for other Ss, this

organization apparently comes automatically and
therefore "easily."

One kino of situation needed t» ._':\plll1t' n~lld,'~ llf

organization is one in which the same features are used
to produce two or more different units. An examp le is
the reversible figure, such as the Necker cube. By

contextural effects, real or imagined,we seem to be able
to move the attention selector from one unit to the
other at will and "reverse" the figure without changing
the set of features being selected.

Returning to the particular findings of the present

experiments, it appears that perceptual learning of a

visual pattern may be revealed in terms of processing

time if the S is given the pattern at moments when he

does not expect it, i.e.. under conditions which here are

termed secondary tasks. Taken together, these data

support a model in which a hierarchical analysis of

stimuli can occur automatically if the stimuli have been

coded sufficiently often in the past. In fact, perceptual

learning of a pattern may then make its analysis into a

unit obligatory. while the level of analysis at which

attention selects the output remains optional. For

example, Ss may be trained to press a button when a

letter having a vertical line is presented. When the letter

b appears, the S will process the features into the letter

code automatically, but his attention system selects for

further processing only outputs from the vertical line
analyzer.

It is tempting to speculate how association of these

patterns with responses might vary depending upon
when the association training is initiated during the

course of perceptual learning. For example, one could

attempt to associate some arbitrary letter name, N(l4),

with the new letter, 14, during the feature selection stage

of perceptual learning, during the unitization stage. or

after the unitization stage has become automatic' If

associative learning is attempted before the relevant

features are selected. then the response may be linked

with irrelevant features, resulting in confusions and

response errors. If the associative learning is attempted

at the end of the selection stage but before unitization
has begun. the associative links may be formed between
separate features and the responses, resulting in

confusions when other letters which share these
common features are presented. But if associative
learning is held off until unitization has progressed to
some level. then perhaps only one associative link need

be formed between the pattern and the response. In this
way, confusions should be minimized and associative

learning should. in fact. proceed quite quickly. With the

simple new letters of the present study, which

presumably may be temporarily unified by attention.

single associative links may perhaps be laid down before

unitization is completely automatic. But if the patterns

resist such temporary unitization by attention. owing to

a large number of component features. or if some

features themselves are not automatically processed.

then single-link associative learning should be unlikely at

this stage and additional unitization training should be

necessary before associations to the pattern as a whole

call he accomplished

AI the risk "I" ovcrsunplificar ion. one miglu P[(1Pl)S<'
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the following rule of thumb for treatment of perceptual

learning: When an S is learning to identify a pattern, he

should focus attention on it in order to select the

appropriate features and' to organize them into a unit.

When he is being tested on the degree of learning

accomplished. he should not focus attention on the

pattern. but rather focus attention elsewhere at the

moment the pattern is presented. If the momentary

focus of attention is critical in the acquisition and

testing of perceptual learning, then it would seem highly

desirable to design our presentation procedures to put
attention under the control of the E rather than leaving

it to tluctuate at the whim of the S.
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